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Tra ns f o r m i n g
A p p reciative Inquiry permeates education in philosophy and action

JPOD PROGRAM LEAD

TEACHER KAREN LECKIE AT

A. Y. JACKSON SCHOOL
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From the outside, A.Y. Jackson Secondary
School in North York, Ontario, looks like
any other modern high school that houses
just over 1,300 students from grades 10 to
12. On the inside, however, the way of doing
business is quite unique.

At the school, academic success is very
important for its highly multicultural stu-
dent population. The primary language for
86 per cent of students is not English. Forty-
seven per cent have been in the country for
less than five years. Despite those stats, close
to 100 per cent of the students move on to
higher education.

Many of the classes at A.Y. Jackson are
traditional in their set-up, but the school
also offers a non-traditional program called
j Pod, where students create their own acad-
emic credits. Students can either spend all
their time in jPod or create just one or two
courses there. 

Appreciative inquiry (AI) permeates this
school in both philosophy and action. It was
through AI that the seeds for the jPod pro-
gram germinated. Under the leadership of
Principal Nancy Nightingale, AI guides
major decision-making as well as the day-
by-day functioning of the school. Te a c h e r s ,
students, parents and administrators have all
been trained in the AI process. 

W H AT IS AI? DOES IT WORK?
Appreciative Inquiry is both a philosophy
and a method of inquiry rooted in the work
of Cooperrider and Srivastva (1987). It is
similar in many ways to a traditional
inquiry cycle, but focuses on strengths and
the positive, rather than on problems. 

Integral to the jPod process is the art of
story telling. Once a question or inquiry is
identified, participants share stories about
their best personal experiences that revolve
around the query. General themes within

stories are identified and these themes help
to create the vision of a preferred future.
With this co-constructed vision, participants
design how the vision might become reali-
t y. Finally, the design is implemented to

m a ke the “dream” come true. A hallmark of
this approach is that AI is revisited con-
stantly throughout the process. This make s
sense once one understands that AI is not
only an inquiry process, but also a positive
philosophy for everyday living. 

Principal Nancy Nightingale had been
doing her best for years to create an optimum
learning experience for the secondary stu-
dents. When she was invited by her superin-
tendent to join a board-wide project called
Imagine Student Success (ISS), she leapt at the
chance. The foundation for the project was
Appreciative Inquiry. Students were asked to
interview fellow students, teachers, adminis-
trators and parents about their most positive
and memorable experiences. These interviews
yielded deep and personal conversations
where desires for a much-improved system of
education came to the surface. 

Karen Leckie, a teacher in her eighth
y e a r, loved teaching and had made attempts
towards utilizing innovative teaching tech-
niques. Yet, she was overwhelmed with all
of the government, board and union struc-
tures that were in place. Most discouraging
was that students seemed to believe that
marks were a true reflection of learning and
understanding, despite her best efforts to
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I s e em y l i f e
d i f f e rently now because 

I understand a REAL 

work ethic. I now re a l i z e

that attending classes 

regularly and on 

time is a sign of re sp e c t
for yo u rself and the

i ns t r u c t o r.”
CASSIE THOMPSON, 

JPOD STUDENT

“

DEFICIT MANAGEMENT
(Based on deficits and pro b l e m s )

• Identify the problem
• Identify root causes
• Brainstorm solutions and analyze
• Develop treatment (action plan)

APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
(Based on strengths and positive questions)

• Identify the question to create inquiry
• Appreciate the “best of what is”
• Imagine what might be
• Design what should be
• Create what will be



engage them in deep, meaningful learning.
Karen was excited about the project and
agreed to become the lead teacher.

While Nancy was thrilled with the out-
put of the conversations throughout the
Imagine Student Success project, she was
also apprehensive about how to lead the
school forward to actualize the wishes of the
various stakeholders. To g e t h e r, Nancy and
Karen became determined to create an envi-
ronment in which students enjoyed learn-
ing, developed inquiring minds and gained
the critical and creative skills necessary for
the 21st century. 

THE STORY OF JPOD
One morning, one of the daily announce-
ments was decidedly different. “Attention all
students! Are you feeling engaged in your
courses of study? Are you able to reach your
full potential? If you would like to explore
some different possibilities for your learn-
ing, come to a jPod meeting today at lunch. ”
The call was for students to try a new edu-
cational experience. 

j Pod described a space (Pod) to be creat-
ed at Jackson (j) for students to become self-
directed learners. During the program, they
would work one-on-one with a teacher.
There would be no traditional classrooms or
typical blackboard lessons. Rather, there
would be a continuing dynamic dialogue
between the student and the teacher, who
would become the student’s partner in the
learning process. Students would connect
with the teacher who held expertise in the
relevant subject area.

At first, there were no students, no
resources and no books. As students slow-
ly became drawn to the program, they were
included in the ongoing AI processes so that
the program would evolve to meet their
individual needs. 

The first semester began with 43 stu-
dents. To d a y, eight semesters later, jPod is
home to a team of three teachers (two full-
time equivalent) working with approx i-
mately 200 students each year. To date, over
1,000 students have experienced the jPo d
learning community and the number is

increasing. The team of teachers holds cer-
tification in a broad range of subjects in
order to facilitate the many credits that stu-
dents work towards achieving. 

Students began by discovering their
strengths through expressing positive learn-
ing experiences. Aware of their unique learn-
ing styles and personal goals, they brought

the essence of their experiences forward to
personally design their own curriculum. 

Using the Ministry of Education curricu-
lum documents, students decide how they
will reach the learning expectations and
how they will demonstrate their learning to
their teachers. Students choose courses that
may or may not be offered within the main-
stream school setting. They may also cre-
ate their own interdisciplinary course to
better capture personal goals. 

Students begin by developing a founda-
tion proposal outlining their plan to meet
Ministry expectations. The proposal is then
presented to a teacher and should the pro-
posal be accepted, a final proposal is creat-
ed that includes rubrics and additional tools
for assessment and evaluation.

A heavy emphasis is placed on the imple-
mentation of ongoing assessment while the
students are in charge — in consultation
with their teachers — regarding how the
evaluations are conducted. 

Students hold regular conferences with
teachers to demonstrate understanding of
the concepts learned. Teachers help students
m a ke necessary adjustments or prompt them
to deeper thinking in their course of study.
Students and teachers are continually
involved in the inquiry process. 

Although jPod students are independent
learners, they meet as a larger group once
a week to participate in an AI that focuses
on current issues. An AI, for example, might
revolve around an issue such as attendance,
healthy eating, or gangs and violence. This
meeting provides an opportunity for con-
tinual dialogue and involves the ability to
learn from each other as a group. The week-
ly routine also assists with sustaining a
sense of community.
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AI IN AC T I O N
As a result of the themes that emerged 
from the ISS project, Nancy and Karen set
out to engage students, staff and parents in
an inquiry that would transform the ways 
students and teachers learned at A.Y.
Jackson Secondary School. 

QUESTIONS FOR THE AI WERE: 
• Tell a story about a time as a student or 

teacher when you were successful at school.
• Who was involved? 
• What was happening? 
• Why was it such a successful experience? 
• What did you value about that experience? 
• What three wishes do you have to create a

learning environment with ideal conditions 
for student success? 

Clear themes emerged from the interviews.
Students wished for
• freedom and independence 
• more choice in their curriculum and 
• a greater voice in their education. 
Parents wished for
• relationship and community. 
Teachers wished to
• reach each student and support students

to reach their highest potential.
Administrators wished to
• demonstrate that all children could learn

and be successful.
From this assessment, the Jackson 
community began to create a new vision 
of education. 

Imagine a pro g ram that builds
on positive re l a t i o nships where students, teachers and

a d m i n is t ra t o rs are making connections and where a school

functions like a caring community.”   RANDY YEBOAH, JPOD STUDENT

“
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SAEID’S STO R Y
Many students who have gone through the
j Pod program leave a significant impact
beyond their personal studies. Saeid Chavoshi
is a key example. As a newcomer to Canada,
Saeid suffered many challenges in his early
school life. As a depressed young adoles-
cent, he knew he needed to find a personal 
passion great enough to overcome his tor-
ment from bullying. 

Upon entering high school, Saeid recog-
nized an array of opportunities that would
allow him to develop his goals while assist-
ing fellow students. He joined many clubs
and councils and set out to make a differ-
ence. Ac a d e m i c a l l y, Saeid was a good stu-
dent but was eager to explore every option
provided. He enrolled in the jPod program.

Saeid loved the freedom and the opportu-
nity to think and converse at higher levels.
He loved the process of AI and could relate to
the AI principles as he shared his dreams and
w o r ked towards attaining them with support
and encouragement from his jPod teachers.

During studies, Saeid proposed an idea
for a new course that would allow him to
examine the methodology behind the human
mind and the learning process. He wanted to
better understand an individual’s thinking
and decision-making progression. The result
was a new course called Brain Science.

Brain Science is a comprehensive inter-
disciplinary studies course allowing Saeid
and other students to research facets of the
human brain in a social context. 

The course is based on several subject
areas and involves many teachers and com-
munity members. As an interdisciplinary
course, it falls under the Ontario Curriculum
Interdisciplinary Studies Grade 11 and 12
( w w w. e d u . g o v.on.ca). As part of their learn-
ing, the students constructed a meditation
centre in the school. To date, 30 students
have completed the Brain Science course. As
a result of Saeid’s successful proposition,
many students have now developed other
interdisciplinary studies courses that reflect
their interests and future goals. 

Saeid also initiated a transition day for
grade 9 students attending Jackson in the fall.

He wanted students to actively participate in
conversations about their expectations for
high school. The process was very successful
and will now be the third consecutive year that
grade 9 students share their dreams for a bright
high school future using an AI process. 

A RIPPLING TRANSFORMAT I O N
j Pod has evolved into a learning communi-
ty that embraces all aspects of character
development, multiple intelligences, coop-
erative learning, higher order thinking skills,
differentiated learning and equity. 

The influence of jPod is rippling through
the rest of the school community. The impact
on curriculum delivery in mainstream edu-
cation is noticeable. More teachers are choos-
ing to teach using a team approach to
learning. Choice has become an every day
word in traditional classes. Students are being
offered more choice in terms of activities and
assessments. And in some cases, students
have input into the instructional strategies
that will best meet their needs. Interestingly,
j Pod students are leaders in technology and
have committed to supporting teachers in
their professional development. A true learn-
ing community is beginning to take shape.

The place of AI in this transformation is
undeniable. Principal Nancy Nightingale has

introduced this process into all aspects of the
organization’s development: interviewing for
teachers and curriculum leaders, staff meet-
ing format, school improvement planning,
transition initiatives, leadership and team
development and differentiated learning
strategies to name a few. Staff, students and
parents all see the benefits of such a progres-
sive process, as it invites all to be active par-
ticipants in designing a learning community
that meets the needs of its stake h o l d e r s .
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